The Power
of Enactor's
Innovations Global Retail
How Enactor delivers superior
application performance
Part 3

What's in it for you?

cloud

Store Commerce - in the cloud
Deploy your whole store estate in the cloud.
We support a full cloud architecture so you
could put Estate Manager, Back-office, POS

Maintain the

and Mobile POS all driven from the cloud

solution more

with just client apps or browsers on the

easily.

devices in-store. Amazing if you’ve a really
strong network.

Reduce the cost of
deployment.

Reduce the cost of
hardware in-store (less
power needed).

exchange

Docker, Kubernetes and SW
Be much more effective
and cost-efficient in
deploying and managing
the solutions.

Over the last 3 years we have
containerized our product and process
with Docker containers. This has given
us a huge boost in flexibility, scalability
and efficiency in deployment in AWS,
Azure and on-prem.

Streamline the delivery
process and greatly
reduce risks.
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What's in it for you?
Lower the cost of

mouse

ownership.

One Click Deployment Tool
We’ve built a set of deployment tools so

Be more agile in

that you can build and deploy any Enactor

deployment.

version in just a few clicks. Just choose
Take on responsibility of

your OS, version number, AWS or Azure
then it deploys fully automatically.

the system more easily.
Deploy changes
more quickly.

money-bill

International and Fiscalisation
Enactor has a fully international solution
capable of delivering truly localized and
translated configuration to any device

Reduce barriers to
entry for new markets.

or channel. We have also incorporated
dedicated fiscal, team building compliant,
solutions into our standard product, with 8
countries added in 2019 alone.

Eliminate costs and
time in going into new
and strategic countries.
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Enactor has a different way.
We believe in inherent innovation, which can
only come from changing the current model,
enabling retailers to change business processes
quickly as consumer demands change and new
technologies emerge in support of the consumer
experience.
Enactor is built using products and tools in a
completely different way. We have put supporting
rapid software change, ease of upgrades,
knowledge transfer and self-sufficiency right
at the heart of what we do for our customers.
The world of modern retailing and commerce
is extremely competitive; being reactive and
innovative is more critical than ever and
controlling needless costs on IT is a critical part of
that.
So get in touch to find out how we can make
those questions go away!
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Download our Headless Commerce Technical
document for more information, or get in
touch:
https://www.enactor.co/category/resources/
+44 (0)1992 661315
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